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addd Introduction

April ADDD Coporation was established

Nov

Oct Enter RTUP AWARD final round

Sep Registration of two domestic patents

Aug MOU agreement with 4 advertisers

July Final selectionof Studio Black Open Innovation

May Enter the final round of the Jung Jooyoung
start-up competition

Mar Dalgo app beta test

Jan Initial investment of KRW 320 million

K-STARTUP Eearly start-up package 
Selection/Evaluation : the best

Selecting a trade center testbed pilot

SK True Innovation Young selected

Applied for 3 domestic patents

Nov The AI Grand Champion runner-up (2nd place)

Sep

Aug

Aug Excellence in Location Intelligence Business Model Discovery 

Project Award

July TIPS selection totaled 500 million won

Registered as a member of the Innobiz Association

July

Jan Futureplay Investment/Seed 300 million

Jan Applied for 2 PCT overseas patents

Jan

July

Sep "Out-of-home advertising brokerage platform utilizing self-owned 

vehicles" passes regulatory sandbox

Southeast Asia Mega City Startup Idea Contest Prize

Selected as a smart service ICT solution support project totaling 

500 million won

Jan CES2022 participation

Jan IBK Chang Gong Selected

Mar Selected for the 8th Shinhan Incubation

April Hyundai Zero One Selection

May DATA-Stars seleced

June Selected for TIPS startup commercialization/overseas 

marketing project totaling 200 million won

July Applied for 2 patents in Indonesia / Applied for 2 

patents in Vietnam

"Digital signage advertising service using trucks" passes 

regulatory sandbox

April "Digital Signage Effectiveness measurement Using AI 

Technology" Passes Regulatory Sandbox

Dec Dalgo-T regulatory sandbox demonstration project selected 

for a total of 2.4 billion won

Sep Selected as a project to demonstrate the effectiveness 

measurement sandbox, totaling 2.4 billion won

Oct

May

May Selected as 2023 Startup Leap Package

May Selected as 2023 DATA-Global

Apr. Completed attracting KRW 1 billion investment
from The Wells Investment

Mar. Future Play - Shinhan Tech Innovation 500 
million won investment completed

Jan. Completed investment attraction of 500 million won 
from Postech Holdings

Completed investment attraction of 700 million won from 
Shinhan Asset Management/Completed attracting KRW 1.5 
billion investment from Korea Credit Guarantee Fund

Jan. Completed attracting investment of 1.5 billion won 
from Devsisters Ventures



Organization



DalgoD Digital Advertising: An offline video advertising platform specializing in key consumer targets and major media



Why should you choose 'DalgoD Digital Advertising'?

- Display ads to visitors inside the place through digital media (Signage)
- With an average of 100 visitors per day, you can generate an additional monthly revenue of 300 USD,

and with an average of 200 visitors per day, you can generate 600 USD in additional revenue

The cost of installing computers and cameras for advertising is 100% covered by the addd operating company.
Since addd directly manages advertising sales and media, once the digital media and computer are turned on, the building is a ll set!
For large outdoor digital media, discussion is necessary

- Only select ads that do not damage the image, such as travel, luxury, fashion, cosmetics, sports brands, electronics, etc.
- For AI solution equipment, it is installed on the back of the digital media (signage) to avoid affecting the interior.

- Provide analysis statistics (period/age/gender) for customers exposed to ads based on AI analysis solutions.
- Provide a simple building notice management and broadcast function.



We primarily secure media in places with long dwell times or high population density for 'DalgoD'



01. Smart platform for dynamic, targeted ad delivery

17 Biometrics
Both eyes, Nose, Both ears, Both shoulders, Both hips, 
Both knees, Both ankles, Both wrists, Both elbows



02. Generating new revenue from visitors (foot traffic)

1

2

3

Monthly Advertising Cost = Advertising Performance (Monthly 

Viewership X 0.02USD+ Monthly Attention X 0.04 USD)

Advertiser Cost Settlement

Space Provider Revenue

Paid the following month. Monthly Advertising Cost X 20%

[Advertising Operation]

[Revenue Settlement]

-

DalgoD measures the advertising performance (Watching/attention) through its AI vision sensor and executes 
advertising expenses to advertisers in proportion to the performance.

20% of the advertising revenue is shared with the "Space Provider.“
*Current revenue and expected settlement amounts can be checked online.

Starting from the third month of installation, revenue sharing takes place, and settlement amounts are paid.



02-1. You can conveniently track advertising revenue



03. Accurate performance measurement and advertising efficiency can be confirmed based on artificial intelligence analysis solutions

“                            ”   



04. Improving operational efficiency through visitor analysis enables strategic marketing and operations

AI-based Pose Estimation Technology AI Object Detection and Analysis

: Gender-based movement patterns, age-
based movement patterns, and dwell time analysis.

: Visual analysis of real-time attention 
rates.

: Evaluation of ad relevance 
by time, age, and gender suitability.



05. Transforming Existing Media Smartly or Installing New Smart Media

“                                  ”   

Router
(may vary depending on the 

location)

Non-identifiable 
camera

(no server storage)

Edge PC

DalgoD Hardware

Utilizing Existing Digital Media Installing New Smart Media

“                                   ”   



05-1. Ease of operation and management

▪ Continuous monitoring for stable service provision.
▪ Establishment and operation of a reliable backup policy.
▪ Ongoing communication with responsible parties.

▪ Monthly regular inspections to prevent malfunctions.
▪ Optimization through continuous firmware updates.

▪ Establishing a systematic backup equipment management plan to ensure swift 
acquisition of equipment in the event of a malfunction.

▪ Performing analysis of the causes of malfunctions and activities to prevent recurrence.
▪ Responding promptly through the establishment of an emergency contact network.
▪ Striving for convenience in future maintenance management through systematic malfunction 

reporting and result documentation.

Stable 
Service 

Operation

Continuous 
Monitoring

Regular Inspections

Fault Handling

Backup Equipment

▪ Steady advertising orders through specialized advertising personnel or agencies.
▪ Conducting sales for products/services tailored to hospitals and target demographics.
▪ Continuous communication with advertisers, hospital staff, and other stakeholders.

Advertising 
Operation



addd-i Installation process



DalgoD Digital Advertising

EMS
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